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Lewers house, original farmhouse c1901 photo June 2009



Ancher house, constructed 1961-64 photo June 2009
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Margo Lewers (1908-1978) in her studio, 1950s

Sydney Ancher (1904-1979)
a pioneer of modern domestic 
architecture in Australia 
photo Max Dupain

Gerry Lewers (1905-1962) working on ‘reclining figure’, 1957



Winner of the Sydney Morning Herald 
Garden Competition 1956

‘The garden created by Margo 
and Gerry at Emu Plains around 
1956 was the genesis for public 
commissions such as the 
MLC garden, North Sydney,
ICI Circular Quay, and
ICI Melbourne’

Tanya Crothers



ICI House, Melbourne 1958 Architects Bates Smart & McCutcheon Garden BSM, John Stevens 
& Gerald Lewers

“The garden (along with its component parts i.e.: the 
Lewers fountain and the water feature) is of significance 
due to its role in determining the plot ratio that allowed 
the breaking of the height limit as well as defining the 
original formal entry to the building.”
Extract from Statement of significance Heritage Victoria



MLC Building, North Sydney, 1957, 
Bates Smart & McCutcheon

Garden photos      courtesy Tanya Crothers

ICI building circular Quay 
(demolished) 

Margo and Gerry Lewers with 
unknown man



Expansion 1960, Margo Lewers, Mosaic Mural, Canberra Rex Motel



Margo’s mosaics at the Lewers house



works by Gerald Lewers in PRG&LB garden



PRG&LB  - locations of permanent art works 1978- 2008 



Domestic garden     to    public garden  

Lewers house courtyard 1981 Photo Penny Twiddle



Penrith Regional Gallery & The Lewers Bequest garden plan

Prepared by Michael Lehany and Gina Plate 2004



Michael Lehany and Darani Lewers in the garden at PRG&LB

Engagement via discussions with family and friends, tours of the garden, especially requested essays,  documentary sources



Garden practice notes - included quotes from essays and notes by 
Darani Lewers, Tanya Crothers and Gina Plate 

Garden beds: creating new beds
Garden beds: edges
Garden beds: plant form and arrangement
Garden beds: use of plants
Gardening equipment and use
Grass/ lawn
Grass: worn areas, paths
Grooming and hygiene
Mulch
Paths

Extract from mulch
Margo  did not use any hay-like mulch on top 
of the beds, only compost {GP}

Wood chips and/or hay were never used to 
retain moisture because they detract from 
the visual appearance of the garden. {DL} 



Extract from Gina Plate’s essay  ‘Lewers’ family life in the garden’

Vegetable Garden extract…………
.it was always a pleasure to be sent to the 

vegetable garden to collect salad and 
vegetables for what we knew would be 
another delicious meal: the luscious 
vegetables growing in the well-tended 
vegetable plot had an order about their 
arrangement in formal rows not experienced 
in the rest of the garden. …. The formality of 
the vegetable garden still had a ‘Margo’ feel 
however, as the rows of vegetable and salad 
plants were interspersed with flowering 
annuals and flowering herbs which Margo 
would pick and strew over her salads with 

stunning visual effect.

Vegetable garden June 2009 not perfect all the time, but heading in the 
right direction….



Garden practice notes 

Extract from Garden edges
There were no defined edges to the flower gardens 
……… ……...  The stone paving and concrete paths that 
butt up against lawns and gardens were not edged.  
Grass was lifted around the garden beds and sand 
added to deter the lawns from overgrowing into the 
beds.  Edges were always soft and asymmetrical – in 
keeping with the asymmetry of the plants.  Lawns were 
clipped very carefully around beds to avoid the 
destruction of plants and to allow them to spill naturally 
onto the grass. {DL}

Not like this



Pruning  ‘No shrubs or trees were ever pruned into formal shapes such as spheres, 
rectangles, squares or triangles (pyramids); such a practice would have destroyed the 

character of the garden’

Lewers garden 1981         photo Michael Lehany



How is the garden managed now?     What’s missing?

There is a full time gardener, with 
skill and enthusiasm

• The garden is loved - but not as 
much as is it could be

• ‘It’s a gallery now’

• Curatorial input needed

• A little more money

• Implement more of the 
recommendations

• More active promotion





Margo Lewers and the Ancher house

Composite garden plan prepared by Michael Lehany and Gina Plate 2004



65 Hudson Parade Clareville for Mr & Mrs John Weeks 1958



[ Ancher house] Working drawing 1962

House at New River Road, Emu Plains Ancher, Mortlock & Murray architects 
1962



Ancher house correspondence Margo Lewers & Syd Ancher



Northbourne housing group, Canberra: Ancher, Mortlock & Murray, completed-1962



Gerald Lewers,  executed by Margo Lewers, Reserve Bank, Canberra, 1964



Lewers house extension Syd Ancher 1956                                                 Photo: Richard Stringer 1983

Ancher house continued design concepts from Lewers house alterations 





Ancher house courtyard sunken garden 1964

‘I don’t like concrete…’



Ancher drying yard



I would prefer the southern aspect to have no windows 

PRG&LB 2004



Downpipes

Downpipe at Ancher house by Darani Lewers 1963

Margo Lewers to Syd Ancher …



Tiling & mosaics

Main 
bathroom

Kitchen floor



Cupboards               ‘I am very cupboard-minded’

Fitment, living room
Source? Summer house, Katsura Palace,Kyoto
suggested by Gina Plate





Problems in design
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